• Components:
-States s, beginning with initial state s 0 , g g 0 -Actions a • Each state s has actions A(s) available from it -Transition model P(s' | s, a)
• Markov assumption: the probability of going to s' from s depends only on s and a and not on any other past s depends only on s and a and not on any other past actions or states -Reward function R(s) ( ) • Policy π(s): the action that an agent takes in any given state -The "solution" to an MDP Overview Overview
• First we will look at how to "solve" MDPs First, we will look at how to solve MDPs, or find the optimal policy when the transition model and the reward function transition model and the reward function are known • Next time we will consider reinforcement • Next time, we will consider reinforcement learning, where we don't know the rules of the environment or the consequences of of the environment or the consequences of our actions • How do we choose the optimal action?
• What is the recursive expression for U(s) in terms of the utilities of its successor states? utilities of its successor states? 
Choose optimal action a End up here with P(s' | s, a) Get utility U(s') (discounted by γ)
The Bellman equation 
